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ABSTRAKT 
Predmetom diplomovej práce je skúmanie možností realizácie univerzálneho meracieho 
zariadenia v sieti LTE. Sú popísané základy M2M komunikácie a trendy v IoT. Cieľom práce je 
nájsť optimálny hardvérový základ, na ktorom následne bude možné konfigurovať LTE modem 
a získať údaje o stave a kvalite pripojenia k sieti. Následne bude vykonaná séria testov za 
účelom zmerania parametrov siete a výsledky budú spracované k prezentácii na webovom 
serveri vo forme grafov.  
KĽÚČOVÉ SLOVÁ 
Bash, IoT, Linux, LTE, M2M, P2P, Raspberry Pi 
 
ABSTRACT 
In the diploma thesis, I’m dealing with the realization of the universal measuring device in the 
LTE network, describing the basics of the M2M communication and the trends in the IoT. I’m 
searching for the optimal hardware board, on which is going to be the LTE modem configured 
and the information about the state and the quality of the connection to the network 
gathered. Then, a set of tests to measure the parameters of the network is triggered and 
results are processed to be displayed on the web server as set of graphs. 
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Introduction 
With the growing importance of mobile communication, the number of connected devices 
grows too. This generates a pressure on mobile providers, to evolve the network capacity, but 
also network technologies. The fourth generation of the mobile network comes with the 
significant increase of the transmission capacity, but it is reachable only under ideal 
circumstances. As the mobile signal spreads by the air, it degrades and deforms by the 
presence of obstacles or the other sources of transmission.  
To determine the real condition of the network, it’s possible to test it by the measuring 
device. The device will be able to connect to the LTE (Long Term Evolution) cell, gather the 
information about the cell and about the quality of the signal and transmit a batch of data to 
and from the remote server, which provides a complex summary about the quality of the 
connection.  The device should be portable enough to carry it to various places within the 
range of selected cell, thus it will provide a measurement close to the real user experience. All 
measurements should be done automatically and connection to the servers will be established 
reflecting the M2M (Machine-to-Machine) principles, as the device will be conceived as an 
autonomous M2M sensor. 
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1 M2M evolution 
IoT (Internet of Things) can be defined as a set of devices, communicating over the Internet 
infrastructure, or over its own network. The idea of communication, when devices are 
communicating with each other without humans’ interaction, but for his benefit, comes from 
20th century [1]. This type of communication is called M2M (Machine-to-Machine), as only 
machines are involved in the communication.  
Recent progress in decreasing the lithography and building high-capacity broadband 
networks allowed this market to show its potential. Exactly these two elements are essential 
for further growth of this industry. It allows creating devices power efficient and small enough, 
to be surrounded around people without noticing them.  
In many applications, we need devices powered by batteries, or which are a part of 
devices limited by dimensions (cardio stimulator, smart band), in these cases the advanced 
lithography is essential. Second mentioned aspect, sufficient network infrastructure is 
required for devices’ mobility. Just 4th generation of wireless data communication technology, 
LTE (Long-Term evolution), provides sufficient data throughput and packet oriented 
connection and therefore it allows fast and reliable communication. Naturally, in many cases 
we expect communications in range of a few meters (smart band with smartphone, 
smartphone with an infotainment system in car,…). In these situations, we can use Bluetooth 
technology, which is in its specification 4.1 BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) designed for this kind 
of use, or NFC (Near Field Communication), ZigBee, etc. Using technologies in PAN (Personal 
Area Network) category, predestines communicating devices to be close to each other, but 
using the cellular network provides the capability to communicate over the whole world. 
Often way is to combine these two types of communication, for example, while sensors 
monitoring human activity (blood pulse, blood pressure, motion activity), send data to 
smartphone, or specialized device carried in the human’s close distance (BAN – Body Area 
Network) [1]. This device in the role of gateway is able to collect data from all sensors and 
forward them over the cellular network to the patient’s doctor [2].  
 
1.1 M2M and H2H differences  
Cellular network, originally designed for H2H (Human-to-Human) communication, requires 
certain modifications as M2M devices are taking a bigger share in the network. While H2H 
communication is roughly equally expanded in time, M2M communication is more periodic. 
This happens, because of the devices’ power saving plan, which reduces required 
communication to the lowest acceptable level. So at the end, instead of constant data 
transmission between devices, they send data only once in a certain period. As many devices 
are configured to send data at the end of every minute, or every hour, there are peaks 
occurring during these periods and network has to be designed to cover these peaks. Although 
the number of M2M connections grows much faster than H2H connections, M2M devices 
usually exchange only small batches of data, compare to H2H connections, such as voice calls 
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or video calls [3]. The specifics of the both types of communication are summarized below in 
the Table 1.  
 
Table 1: M2M and H2H comparison 
M2M communication H2H communication 
The number of devices is growing much 
faster than H2H devices. 
Although the number of H2H devices is 
growing, the growth is not as significant as in 
M2M devices. 
The amount of the transferred data per 
device is lower than in H2H communication, 
as the largest group of M2M devices are 
various kinds of sensors, which transfers 
only small batches of data, but because of a 
big number of M2M devices, the final data 
amount is much bigger. 
Data requirements are growing, as the 
popularity of the video calls is increasing and 
the need for the bigger resolution of the 
video still persists. 
Delay is not as important as in the H2H 
communication, except the specific 
applications, where data needs to be 
delivered with the lowest possible delay 
(such as real-time remote equipment 
control). 
For the acceptable user experience, low 
delay needs to be ensured in the H2H 
communication. 
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2 IoT Deployment  
Examples of big growth in M2M communication can be seen in the medical sector, car industry 
or in households, as can be seen on chart in Figure 1, which is based on research done by Cisco 
Systems [4]. 
 
Figure 1: Number of M2M connections and prediction to the future 
 
2.1 Medical sector 
In case of medical applications, it’s about a set of sensors, which informs the patient and 
doctor about the patient’s health condition. From information, provided by sensors, can be 
calculated blood pressure and oxygenation, sugar ratio or function of cardio stimulator. Data 
can be calculated and interpreted locally, providing reports of health condition to the patient. 
If values exceed defined threshold, the patient can be warned to visit a doctor, or values can 
be sent to doctor automatically via cellular network. This allows doctor to remotely watch the 
progress of a treatment, or to monitor patients without hospitalization. Along with increasing 
living standard of population, there is bigger pressure on the quality of medical care, so we 
can expect this market to be evolved further and M2M devices will be essential for this 
evolution [2]. 
 
2.2 Car industry 
The Car industry is experiencing the massive deployment of intelligent systems, which are 
designed to increase active safety and also comfort standard of the vehicle. When talking 
about active safety, a key objective is to watch and evaluate the traffic around car and in case 
of a possible collision, consequently execute defined actions, which will prevent the collision, 
or at least lower its negative impacts. To watch the traffic, there is a combination of radar and 
set of cameras operating in the different wave spectrum, deployed in front of a vehicle, which 
automatically detects events and obstructs in front of a vehicle. According to this, it’s possible 
0
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to detect pedestrians on the road, a vehicle in the opposite direction or a fact, that the vehicle 
has unexpectedly left its lane. After that, it’s possible to let driver know about this situation, 
or directly execute the necessary actions to prevent the collision. Another feature, which 
significantly contributes to safe traffic, is the vehicles’ ability to communicate between each 
other. If a driver loses control of the vehicle, it’s possible to let other vehicles in the range 
know about this situation, so necessary actions can be performed even before the vehicle gets 
into the driver’s point of view. 
Example of driver’s comfort enhancement is the Self-Parking technology. It’s used 
mostly in parallel parking situations, when the car is required to be parked in line with other 
parked cars. Self-parking is currently not completely autonomous, driver still has to regulate 
the speed by the brake pedal, but he doesn’t have to care about steering wheels to the correct 
angle. The vehicle uses cameras and distance sensors to calculate the optimal path to the 
parking lot [3]. 
In 2018, every car sold in the European Union has to contain the eCall service. The eCall 
is a system, which will, in case of a car accident, creates a connection to the nearest rescue 
center, sends there coordinates of accident and establishes voice connection between rescue 
center and people in the vehicle [5]. 
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3 Hardware platforms suitable for the measuring device 
3.1 Raspberry Pi 
Raspberry Pi is a very successful project of the British company Raspberry Pi Foundation, which 
intended to create a computer with dimensions of a payment card and for the lowest possible 
price, to extend programming skills of younger students. This board shortly becomes the best 
seller; more than 5 million pieces had been sold so far. Pi becomes a core of many garage 
experiments, because of low consumption, adequate performance, but mainly for its set of 
GPIO (General Purpose Input/Output) pins, which can be programmed for the needs of every 
specific application [6]. 
3.1.1 1st generation 
First generation has a SoC (System-on-Chip) chip Broadcom BCM2835 assembled, which 
contains a processor clocked at 700 MHz and 256 MB or 512 MB RAM. Ram was shared also 
with graphic card. Part of connector equipment were HDMI, 2x USB2.0, RJ45 10/100 Ethernet, 
3,5 mm audio jack and analog video output via CINCH.  For a lower price, there is no flash 
memory installed, operating system and bootloader are stored on SD card. The first 
generation of Raspberry was able to get in various configurations, marked as A, A+, B, B+, 
which differs in the number of USB ports, lack of RJ45 Ethernet and size of the RAM memory. 
Along with Raspberry Pi, a special distribution of Debian Wheezy, called Raspbian was 
released. Soon, more alternatives come to the market, such as Arch-Linux, OpenELEC, Puppy 
Linux, Razdroid (Android for Raspberry) and many others [7]. 
3.1.2 2nd generation 
Second generation brings especially a significant performance boost, thanks to quad-core 
processor clocked at 900 MHz, which is a part of Broadcom BCM2836, along with 1 GB of RAM 
memory. This generation comes from first generation’s model B+ with the same layout and 
connectors, so potential upgrade doesn’t cause the need of replacing old accessories, such as 
cases, GPIO extensions or power supplies. The support of various operating systems has been 
maintained and expanded with Ubuntu Mate and Windows 10 IoT Core [6]. 
Besides traditional connectors, like HDMI, RJ45, USB, 3,5 mm jack and a micro USB for 
power supply, Raspberry Pi contains 3 specific interfaces, which aren’t brought-out of the 
board. One of them is the DSI (Digital Serial Interface), which allows connecting digital display 
panel. This interface is common in smartphones, tablets and other devices with small display 
panels. In case of Raspberry, it’s possible to create compact systems with integrated display 
unit.  Another interface massively represented by smartphones and tablets is CSI (Camera 
Serial Interface) – interface is used for connection between board and camera, in the 
specification used in Raspberry it offers 4 Gbit/s bandwidth. The biggest advantage that 
caused Raspberry’s great success is a set of the GPIO pins. These pins can be programmed 
either as digital inputs, evaluating a signal from connecting device, or as digital outputs, which 
can be set to two positions – HIGH (3,3 V) and LOW (0 V) [8]. Second generation of the 
Raspberry Pi can be seen in the Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Raspberry Pi 2 Model B [6] 
 
3.2 Raspberry alternatives 
Success of Raspberry Pi encouraged many manufacturers to develop a similar board and 
reduce Raspberry’s share on the market. Although nobody managed to achieve a success 
that Raspberry did, many of them offer better value to performance ratio, better features, or 
at least better overall design. 
3.2.1 BananaPi 
BananaPi is a board very similar to Raspberry Pi, developed by a team of Linux enthusiasts. It 
has the same dimensions, connector layout, contains CSI, CDI and GPIO set. Dual-core 
Allwinner A20 processor clocked at 1 GHz is powerful enough for its purpose, same as 1 GB 
DDR3 RAM. By contrast with Raspberry, BananaPi has 1 Gbit Ethernet and SATA and infrared 
port, which designate it to multimedia purpose, eventually NAS server. It costs about the 
same as Raspberry, as well as similar operating systems are supported, such as Debian, 
Ubuntu, Android [9]. 
3.2.2 Odroid-C1 
Odroid aims to multimedia purpose too, with high performance provided by quad-core 
Cortex A5 clocked at 1.5 GHz, graphic card Mali-450 MP2 and 1 GB DDR3 RAM. Also includes 
infrared port, gigabit Ethernet and 4x USB2.0. Supported operating systems are Ubuntu and 
Android and price is again about the same as BananaPi and Raspberry Pi [10]. 
 
3.2.3 Intel Galileo Gen 1 
Intel Galileo is a result of Intel’s effort to infiltrate the IoT market. It’s a development board 
based on x86 architecture, certified for Arduino. Arduino is an Italian open-source platform, 
which becomes very popular because of the low price, relatively simple programming 
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language coming out of C and open license, allowing modifying the platform to specific 
demands. With Intel involved, the platform offers the performance of x86 architecture with 
backward compatibility. This allows using extension cards (shields) from original Arduino.  
Intel Galileo contains the Intel Quark SoC x1000 chip. It combines 32bits, single core, and 
single thread x86 processor with Pentium instructions set and 256 MB DDR3 RAM memory. 
The processor is clocked at 400MHz and frequency can be decreased to 200 or 100 MHz to 
lower the consumption.  The board includes mini PCI Express 2.0 port, RJ45 Ethernet, 2x 
micro USB2.0 ports and serial interface RS-232 reachable via 3,5 mm jack. It also includes 14 
GPIO pins, six of which support 8 bit PWM (Pulse-Width Modulation) output. This allows 
switching the signal on and off many times per second to control connected device, such as 
servo motor or light source. By contrast with Raspberry, Galileo contains six analog inputs 
[11]. 
3.2.4 Intel Galileo Gen 2 
Second generations brings several enhancements, for example full USB port instead of micro 
USB, serial interface available via 3,5 mm jack was replaced by more common 9 pin 
interface, accessible via COM bracket, PoE (Power over Ethernet) support, input voltage can 
vary between 7 – 15 volts (first generation supports only 5 V), but mainly PWM resolution 
was increased to 12 bits, which makes more precise control of connected devices possible. 
Chip Intel Quark x1000 and 256 MB DDR3 RAM remains the same in the second generation 
[12]. Second generation of the Intel Galileo can be seen in the Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3: Intel Galileo Gen 2 [12] 
 
The unquestionable advantage of the Galileo platform is the presence of analog inputs and 
possibility to fluently control outputs thanks to PWM, both with 12 bit resolution. It best 
matches to hardware-based applications, where it can combine the Arduino shields and 
multi-purpose Linux platform with support of programming languages like Python or 
Node.js. On the other hand, Raspberry comes with significantly lower price, graphic and 
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audio output, smaller size but mainly higher performance.  Thanks to its versatility it suits for 
many applications, such as modest personal computer, NAS (Network Attached Storage) 
server, HTPC (Home Theater Personal Computer) and with GPIO it can be used for simple 
hardware support. Although Raspberry Pi is doing slightly better because of the huge 
community standing behind it, both of these devices are suitable for our measuring device, 
as both of them support LTE connectivity and both are Linux-based platforms. Table 2 brings 
the transparent overview with the key features of mentioned devices. 
 
Table 2: Raspberry Pi, Intel Galileo, Banana Pi and Odroid-C1 comparison 
HW board Pros Cons 
Raspberry Pi 2 model B -low price 
-community support 
-good performance 
-bigger power consumption 
Intel Galileo gen 2 -low power consumption 
-Arduino-compatible 
-higher price 
-lower performance 
BananaPi -1Gbit Ethernet  
-SATA port 
-lower performance 
Odroid-C1 -high performance 
-1Gbit Ethernet 
 
-less supported operating 
systems 
-low community support 
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4 Raspberry Pi configuration 
The goal of this diploma thesis is to assemble the measuring device, able to connect to the LTE 
network and test its condition. For this purpose, the Raspberry Pi 2 model B, which was 
described in the previous chapter, will be used. Raspberry will cooperate with USB modem 
Huawei E397BU [13], which provides an access to the LTE network. 
As described in the previous chapter, Raspberry doesn't contain an internal storage, 
operating system is stored on a micro SD memory card. From available operating systems, I 
chose Debian Jessie, released in September 2015 - mainly because of its popularity and big 
community support, but also a simple installation [6]. The image of a system is available on 
the official site of the Raspberry Pi Foundation and can be burned to micro SD card with the 
DiskImager application. After first boot, Raspberry will start the X server, which controls the 
GUI (Graphic User Interface). Since the GUI is not necessary for our purpose, I used the tool 
called raspi-config, integrated in Debian distribution for Raspberry, which can be seen in  the 
Figure  4. In the Boot options submenu, I chose booting to the text console, instead of GUI. 
 
 
Figure 4: Raspi-config interface 
  
4.1 Configuration of the Huawei E397Bu modem 
Huawei E387Bu is a modem produced by the Huawei Company, with LTE support and 
designated for North America market. This fact explains the support of 1700/2100 MHz (Band 
4) and 700 MHz (Band 17) LTE frequencies, which makes this modem suitable for our 
measuring device, as an experimental cellular network in Brno's University of Technology 
operates in the Band 17. Except the LTE support, the modem also supports 3G on frequencies 
850 and 2100 MHz and 2G on 850, 900, 1800 and 1900 MHz. The modem also contains a micro 
SD memory card reader and an internal storage with drivers for Windows systems, which acts 
as CD drive, when connected to PC. Installation package, available on the CD drive, includes 
also software, which allows monitoring the amount of transferred packets, adjusting network 
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preferences, or sending SMS messages [13]. 
  
As our modem has integrated micro SD card reader and internal storage, I need to 
disable these features, otherwise I can't access the serial interface of modem in Linux. For this 
purpose, I used an application modeswitch, which was downloaded with a command sudo 
apt-get install usb-modeswitch and with the command sudo apt-get install usb-modeswitch-
data I retrieved a configuration file, which disables the internal storage and micro SD card 
reader after every boot. 
 
The next step is to configure the modem, being able to connect to the LTE network. 
It’s necessary to edit the script stored in /etc/ppp/peer/provider, where is the path to the 
modem, speed of the serial line or a path to the script, which sets the parameters of 
connection between modem and cellular network. 
Script file with the default values: 
  
needs to be edited into this form: 
 
  
 
Description of the commands used in the script: 
 
hide-password – password will not be shown in the log 
noauth – doesn’t require authenticating the peer before obtaining network parameters, such 
as default route 
connect "/path/" – a path to the script, which defines the communication parameters with 
modem  
/dev/ttyUSB0 – a path to the serial interface of the modem  
460800 – speed of the serial line 
defaultroute – this connection is used as the default route 
hide-password 
noauth 
user "myusername@realm" 
connect "/usr/sbin/chat -v -f /etc/chatscripts/pap -T ********" 
/dev/modem 
115200 
defaultroute 
noipdefault 
usepeerdns 
persist 
hide-password 
noauth 
connect "/usr/sbin/chat -v -f /etc/chatscripts/provider"  
/dev/ttyUSB0  
460800  
defaultroute  
noipdefault  
usepeerdns ISP 
persist  
demand  
debug  
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noipdefault – dynamically allocated IP by ISP 
usepeerdns – obtain DNS server addresses from ISP 
ersist – dial again when the connection is lost 
demand – connection will not be established before any traffic is generated 
debug – shows logs, output can be stored to a local file  
 
 
Another script, that needs to be modified is a chat script, located in 
/etc/chatscripts/provider. This script sets the connection parameters, such as APN (Access 
Point Name), number to dial or PDN (Packet Data Network) context. Script in its default 
form: 
 
  
needs to be edited into this form: 
 
  
 
The last thing needs to be ensured is a communication with the modem over the serial line 
using the AT commands. These commands were first implemented to the Smartmodem 300 
from Hayes Labs in 1981. Later, commands were spread to many other producers, who 
modified them for their specific use. This applies also to our Huawei E397BU modem, which 
supports the AT commands in slightly modified form. AT commands are short commands, 
which are used for establishing, modifying and ending the connection, modifying the services 
available by modem such as SMS, or adjusting the security parameters of the device [14]. 
To execute AT commands, a serial connection between Raspberry and the modem needs to 
be established. For this purpose, I have installed an application cu, which allows interpreting 
commands over serial connection. On Figure 5, a screenshot from Putty can be seen. Putty is 
used for SSH (Secure Shell) connection between my PC and Raspberry. After a successful login 
into Raspberry, it’s possible to run the cu application with the command cu –l /dev/ttyUSB0 –
s 9600. There are two operators needed for establishing the connection, first –l stands for line 
and defines a path to the target serial interface, in our case /dev/ttyUSB0. Second operator, -
s (for speed), sets the speed of the serial line - in this case 9600 Bauds. As soon as the 
Raspberry is connected to the modem, AT commands can be executed. On the Figure 5, there 
is a command ATI, which shows information about the modem, such as manufacturer, model, 
revision, IMEI (International Mobile Station Equipment Identity). Last line shows the capability 
ABORT        BUSY 
ABORT        "NO CARRIER" 
ABORT        VOICE 
ABORT        "NO DIALTONE" 
""           ATZW2 
OK           ATDT<put phone number here> 
ogin         <put login name here> 
word         \q<put password here> 
ABORT        BUSY 
ABORT        "NO CARRIER" 
ABORT        ERROR 
"" "AT&F" 
OK AT+CGDCONT=1,"IP","internet" 
"" "ATD*99#" 
CONNECT 'dc' 
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list: in this case, modem supports CGSM (GSM commands), DS (Data compression commands) 
and ES (Error control commands). The serial line exit sequence is defined by command “~.” , 
which aborts the connection and exits the cu application. 
 
 
Figure 5: SSH connection to Raspberry Pi using Putty 
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5 Retrieving the CID, RSSI, RSRP and RSRQ metrics 
After a successful configuration of the modem and the LTE connection, we are able to start 
testing the connection parameters. To gather the metrics we need to establish a 
communication with the modem over a serial interface, using command “cu –l /dev/ttyUSB0 
–s 9600”, as described in the previous chapter. Next step is to gather the selected metrics, 
such as CID (Cell Identity) with command “AT+CGREG”, RSSI (Received Signal Strength 
Indication) value with command “AT+CSQ” and RSRP (Reference Symbol Received Power) and 
RSRQ (Reference Signal Received Quality) values, using command “AT^HCSQ”. All parameters 
are described below. 
 
5.1 CID (Cell Identity) 
Cell Identity is the unique identifier of the cell in the provider’s network. Together with the 
LAC (Local Area Code), MNC (Mobile Network Code) and MCC (Mobile Country Code) it forms 
the CGI (Cell Global Identity), which can be used for cell identification within the whole world 
[16]. In 3G and 4G network, CID values are allocated within the range 0 - 268435455 (2^28) 
[17]. 
To obtain the CID value, it’s necessary to activate the extended output about 
Registration Status, because the basic output shows only information about the current 
registration state (Not Registered, Registered – Home network, Searching, Registration Denied 
and Registered – Roaming). Extended output can be activated using command 
“AT+CGREG=2”. The next command, “AT+CGREG?” shows the whole output, in our case 
“+CGREG: 2,1, 9490, 4EE8F, 2”, as can be seen in the Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6: AT+CGREG? command output 
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Meaning of the obtained values: 
2 – means the extended output is activated 
1 – means the UE (User Equipment) is connected to the network (Registered – Home 
network) 
9490 – LAC in the hexadecimal numeral system, after conversion to the decimal system it 
means 38032 
4EF8F – CID in the hexadecimal numeral system, after conversion to the decimal system it 
means 323215 
2 – technology used by the connected cell, in our case 2 = UTRAN (Universal Terrestrial Radio 
Access Network) 
Since we know the LAC and CID values, we can add the MCC (230 for the Czech 
Republic) and MNC (3 for the Vodafone provider, as this network is used in our scenario) and 
with these information, we can find the cell in the available databases. In the Figure 7, we can 
see our cell in the database from the GSMweb.cz, which is free, public list of the base stations. 
Marked line describes the connected cell, including its address. 
 
Figure 7: GSMweb.cz base stations database 
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5.2 RSSI 
Value represented by RSSI indicates, how well is a signal transmitted to the user equipment 
(UE) [15]. Value is calculated from RSCP (Received Signal Code Power), which represents the 
power of the signal, after corrections such as noise removal, and the received power to 
received noise ratio [4]. In our case, the RSSI value is represented by a number  
between 0-99 [19], the conversion is possible using the Table 3. 
 
Table 3: RSSI value to the signal strength conversion table 
RSSI value Signal strength [dBm] 
0 <=  - 113 
1 - 111 
2 - 109 
3 - 107 
4 - 105 
5 - 103 
6 - 101 
7 - 99 
8 - 97 
9 - 95 
10 - 93 
11 - 91 
12 - 89 
13 - 87 
14 - 85 
15 - 83 
16 - 81 
17 - 79 
18 - 77 
19 - 75 
20 - 73 
21 - 71 
22 - 69 
23 - 67 
24 - 65 
25 - 63 
26 - 61 
27 - 59 
28 - 57 
29 - 55 
30 - 53 
31 >= - 51 
99 Unknown or 
undetectable 
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To obtain the RSSI value from the modem, we need to use the command “AT+CSQ”. The 
output, "+CSQ: 7,99" can be seen on the Figure 8. The first number, 7, represents the RSSI 
value and the second, 99, shows channel bit error rate in percent, but this metric isn't 
supported by the modem, so only 99 can be displayed. Using the AT+CSQ output and the 
conversion table, we are able to determine the signal strength, which is -79 dBm in this 
scenario. 
 
Figure 8: AT+CSQ command output 
 
5.3 RSRP and RSRQ 
RSRP is the average power received from a single cell and RSRQ is calculated from RSRP and 
RSSI using Equation 1,  
RSRQ = ୒ × ୖୗୖ୔ோௌௌூ ,             (1.1) 
where N is a number of RB (Resource Blocks). Both metrics are used for cell reselections and 
handover decisions [18]. There is a command AT^HCSQ, that can be used to obtain these 
values. Unfortunately, our modem doesn't support this command, so I wasn't 
successful with collecting metrics.  
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6 Testing the measuring device 
The measuring device will work in the experimental network within the BUT, operating on the 
frequency 700 MHz. To check the functionality in the real conditions it's appropriate to be 
able to connect to the network of commercial providers, unfortunately the current modem, 
Huawei E397Bu-501 supports only the 700, 1700 and 2100 MHz bands [13]. Of these bands, 
only 2100 MHz is used by the Vodafone provider and only on few places in Brno, as can be 
seen in the Figure 9. 
 
Figure 9: Map of the Brno showing the coverage by 2100 MHz band 
 
 
Figure 10: Cell ID and RSSI values in the experimental BUT network 
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There is an output in the Figure 10, which shows the RSSI and CID values when the 
device was connected to the experimental BUT network. Cell ID is interpreted by the value 
4570B in the hexadecimal numeral system, which means 284427 in the decimal system. RSSI 
value interpreted by the value 23 means - 67 dBm, using the conversion table mentioned in 
the previous chapter, Table 3. 
 
Figure 11: Cell ID and RSSI values in the commercial Vodafone network 
 
In the Figure 11, there is an output showing the same commands, but this time the 
device was connected to the Vodafone network. However according the Vodafone coverage 
map, this area should be covered by the 2100 MHz band, I wasn’t able to maintain the 
connection and it keeps falling to the 3G, since the signal of the 2100 band is almost 
undetectable in the BUT. The Cell ID value after conversion to the decimal numeral system is 
323397 and according to the GSMweb.cz intel, the cell is located on the Technical Museum in 
Brno, on the Purkynova street (Figure 12) [20]. The RSSI value after conversion using the Table 
3 is - 81 dBm. 
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Figure 12: Cell 323397 location in the list from the GSMweb.cz 
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7 Measurement application 
The purpose of the application is to provide a convenient, user-friendly way to process the 
measurement of the LTE parameters. It will maintain all necessary steps, as gathering the 
network parameters from the modem, such as RSSI or Cell ID value, triggering other network 
tests like download and upload speed and delay measurement. Next step handled by the 
application is parsing all important data to readable, transparent shape and finally transmit 
the results to the remote HTTP server, where can be accessible easily. Whole process can be 
seen in the Figure 13.  
 
Figure 13: Actions performed by the application 
 
7.1 Check for the configuration file on the http server 
Script is periodically checking for the presence of the configuration file on the web server. If 
user creates new configuration file using web form on the http server (shown on the Figure 
14), application running on the Raspberry will download it and trigger the measurement with 
the parameters defined in the file set. 
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Figure 14: Web form for setting the measurement parameters 
while true; do 
wget 
http://wislabres.utko.feec.vutbr.cz/sftp_users/groot/files/config
/config.txt 
if [ -e "config.txt" ] 
then 
duration=$(grep "duration" config.txt | awk '{print $2}') 
network=$(grep "network" config.txt | awk '{print $2}') 
downsize=$(grep "downsize" config.txt | awk '{print $2}') 
upsize=$(grep "upsize" config.txt | awk '{print $2}') 
t=`date +%Y-%m-%d_%H:%M` 
  / 
Measurement process 
/ 
fi 
sleep 15 
done 
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Output from the configuration file: 
 
 
7.2  Set the parameters of the serial line and get the information about 
RSSI and Cell ID 
Process of the gathering the data from the LTE modem was already described in the previous 
chapter. I used the application Atinout for automation of this process [21]. This application 
sends the standard input over serial line to the device, respecting the parameters of the line, 
set by command stty: 
 
After the line is set, the script will test availability of the modem by test command AT: 
 
The correct response from the modem should be “OK”. After this command, all other 
commands are performed – AT+CSQ for obtaining the RSSI value, AT+CGREG=2 for enabling 
the extended output and AT+CGREG? to obtain the Cell ID value: 
 
7.3 Create the P2P connection and connect to the cellular network 
To establish a connection between the modem connected to the Raspberry Pi and the Internet 
Service Provider (ISP), there is the PPPD application used, which is described in the previous 
chapter. Using command pon provider, the application creates a connection based on 
parameters stored in the provider configuration file, such as APN name, dial number, etc. 
Configuration file with settings for the experimental network in BUT: 
pi@pi:~/lte$ cat config.txt 
network vut 
duration 7 
downsize 2mbd 
upsize 2mbu 
pass 
stty 9600 cs8 -parenb -echo ignbrk -brkint -icrnl -imaxbel -opost 
-onlcr -isig -icanon -iexten -echo -echoe -echok -echoctl -echoke 
-F /dev/ttyUSB0 
echo AT | atinout - /dev/ttyUSB0 - > test_modem 
echo AT+CSQ | atinout - /dev/ttyUSB0 - > ttyUSB0_logs 
sleep 1 
echo AT+CGREG=2 | atinout - /dev/ttyUSB0 - >> ttyUSB0_logs 
sleep 1 
echo AT+CGREG? | atinout - /dev/ttyUSB0 - >> ttyUSB0_logs 
sleep 1 
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Although connection is now established, there are several entries missing to make the 
connection fully functional – application is able to obtain IP address, but to make the 
connection working, IP address of the other side of the P2P connection needs to be determine, 
and set as default gateway for the P2P connection. Last thing is to add correct network mask. 
For this purpose, following commands needs to be performed: 
 
The idea of the command is, that in case of P2P connection, the network mask 
255.255.255.252 is used, so whole network has 4 addresses – address of the network, 2 
addresses for the nodes and the broadcast address [22]. With this knowledge, the address of 
the remote node can be calculated by increasing or decreasing the assigned address by one – 
this is done by first command, the variable p contains the value of the last octet, parsed from 
the ifconfig output increased by one. Second one set the parameters for the ppp interface and 
third one adds default gateway to the route table. 
Since there is a chance the interface won’t be ready yet, or that used default gateway 
will be also the address of the network, these situations are eliminated by the two if conditions 
– the first one performs the assign of the address one more time, if the previous one wasn’t 
successful because the interface wasn’t ready and the second one assign different gateway, if 
the previously assigned was the address of the network. 
ABORT        BUSY 
ABORT        "NO CARRIER" 
ABORT        ERROR 
"" "AT&F" 
OK AT+CGDCONT=1,"IP","VUT" 
"" "ATD*99#" 
CONNECT 'dc' 
let p=$(ifconfig | grep -A 1 "ppp0" | grep "inet" | sed -e 's/\./ 
/g' -e 's/\:/ /g' | awk '{print $6}')+1 
 
sudo ifconfig ppp0 dstaddr $(ifconfig | grep -A 1 "ppp0" | grep 
"inet" | sed -e 's/\./ /g' -e 's/\:/ /g' | awk '{print 
$3"."$4"."$5".""'$p'"}') netmask 255.255.255.252 
 
sudo route add default gw $(ifconfig | grep -A 1 "ppp0" | grep 
"inet" | sed -e 's/\./ /g' -e 's/\:/ /g' | awk '{print 
$3"."$4"."$5".""'$p'"}') ppp0 
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7.4 Perform download, upload and ping measurements 
To test the real condition of the network, it's necessary to run additional tests, like the 
downlink and uplink measurement, the packet loss or the delay of the network. To get the 
download speed value, I used the file stored on the http server at 
http://wislabres.utko.feec.vutbr.cz, which is used for the development projects in the BUT. 
The file is downloaded by this command: 
pon $network 
sleep 5 
ping -c 2 8.8.8.8 > ping2 
sleep 2 
 
let p=$(ifconfig | grep -A 1 "ppp0" | grep "inet" | sed -e 's/\./ 
/g' -e 's/\:/ /g' | awk '{print $6}')+1 
sudo ifconfig ppp0 dstaddr $(ifconfig | grep -A 1 "ppp0" | grep 
"inet" | sed -e 's/\./ /g' -e 's/\:/ /g' | awk '{print 
$3"."$4"."$5".""'$p'"}') netmask 255.255.255.252 &> gw_error 
sudo route add default gw $(ifconfig | grep -A 1 "ppp0" | grep 
"inet" | sed -e 's/\./ /g' -e 's/\:/ /g' | awk '{print 
$3"."$4"."$5".""'$p'"}') ppp0 &> gw_error 
 
if grep "device" gw_error 
then 
let p=$(ifconfig | grep -A 1 "ppp0" | grep "inet" | sed -e 's/\./ 
/g' -e 's/\:/ /g' | awk '{print $6}')+1 
sudo ifconfig ppp0 dstaddr $(ifconfig | grep -A 1 "ppp0" | grep 
"inet" | sed -e 's/\./ /g' -e 's/\:/ /g' | awk '{print 
$3"."$4"."$5".""'$p'"}') netmask 255.255.255.252 
sudo route add default gw $(ifconfig | grep -A 1 "ppp0" | grep 
"inet" | sed -e 's/\./ /g' -e 's/\:/ /g' | awk '{print 
$3"."$4"."$5".""'$p'"}') ppp0 &> gw_error 
fi 
 
if grep "unreachable" gw_error 
then 
let p=$(ifconfig | grep -A 1 "ppp0" | grep "inet" | sed -e 's/\./ 
/g' -e 's/\:/ /g' | awk '{print $6}')-1 
sudo ifconfig ppp0 dstaddr $(ifconfig | grep -A 1 "ppp0" | grep 
"inet" | sed -e 's/\./ /g' -e 's/\:/ /g' | awk '{print 
$3"."$4"."$5".""'$p'"}') netmask 255.255.255.252 
sudo route add default gw $(ifconfig | grep -A 1 "ppp0" | grep 
"inet" | sed -e 's/\./ /g' -e 's/\:/ /g' | awk '{print 
$3"."$4"."$5".""'$p'"}') ppp0 
fi 
 
 / 
 Measurement process 
 / 
 
poff $network 
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Since the new default gateway was set in the previous step, the traffic will go via the 
ppp0 interface and the size of the file to download is determined from the variable set from 
the configuration file. Output with the information about the connection speed is stored in 
the download file: 
 
wget 
http://wislabres.utko.feec.vutbr.cz/sftp_users/groot/files/$downs
ize &> /home/pi/lte/download 
pi@pi:~/lte$ cat download 
--2016-05-09 16:28:22--  
http://wislabres.utko.feec.vutbr.cz/sftp_users/groot/files/2mbd 
Resolving wislabres.utko.feec.vutbr.cz (wislabres.utko.feec.vutbr.cz)... 
147.229.146.32 
Connecting to wislabres.utko.feec.vutbr.cz 
(wislabres.utko.feec.vutbr.cz)|147.229.146.32|:80... connected. 
HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK 
Length: 2048000 (2,0M) 
Saving to: â2mbdâ 
 
     0K .......... .......... .......... .......... ..........  2% 1,42M 1s 
    50K .......... .......... .......... .......... ..........  5% 2,38M 1s 
   100K .......... .......... .......... .......... ..........  7% 2,79M 1s 
   150K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 10% 2,87M 1s 
   200K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 12% 2,60M 1s 
   250K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 15% 3,17M 1s 
   300K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 17% 3,33M 1s 
   350K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 20% 3,16M 1s 
   400K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 22% 3,27M 1s 
   450K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 25% 3,32M 1s 
   500K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 27% 3,32M 1s 
   550K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 30% 3,07M 0s 
   600K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 32% 3,36M 0s 
   650K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 35% 3,10M 0s 
   700K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 37% 3,08M 0s 
   750K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 40% 3,32M 0s 
   800K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 42% 3,15M 0s 
   850K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 45% 3,11M 0s 
   900K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 47% 2,35M 0s 
   950K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 50% 4,98M 0s 
  1000K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 52% 3,13M 0s 
  1050K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 55% 2,76M 0s 
  1100K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 57% 2,93M 0s 
  1150K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 60% 2,76M 0s 
  1200K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 62% 2,37M 0s 
  1250K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 65% 2,61M 0s 
  1300K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 67% 2,65M 0s 
  1350K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 70% 2,74M 0s 
  1400K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 72% 2,95M 0s 
  1450K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 75% 3,08M 0s 
  1500K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 77% 2,74M 0s 
  1550K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 80% 2,95M 0s 
  1600K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 82% 2,05M 0s 
  1650K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 85% 2,35M 0s 
  1700K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 87% 3,48M 0s 
  1750K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 90% 2,23M 0s 
  1800K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 92% 2,07M 0s 
  1850K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 95% 3,15M 0s 
  1900K .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... 97% 2,26M 0s 
  1950K .......... .......... .......... .......... ..........100% 2,25M 0s 
  2000K                                                       100% 0,00 =0,7s 
 
2016-05-09 16:28:23 (2,75 MB/s) - â2mbdâ saved [2048000/2048000] 
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Testing the upload speed is executed by the wput command: 
 
Since the http server is available from the internet, the secured connection needs to 
be established to approach the server. I used application lftp, which provides more functions 
and adjustments in compare to build-in sftp application, but yet it’s still very simple to use. 
Using this application and my login and password for the server access, the testing file is 
uploaded to the server to determine the upload speed. The size of the file is set from the 
configuration file and output is saved into the upload file: 
 
To determine the delay and packet loss, the ping command is used: 
 
Operator -c 6 causes, the ICMP packet to the http server at 147.229.146.32 is sent 6 
times, to get more accurate results and “-I ppp0” points the traffic to the ppp0 interface. The 
output is again saved in the file ping file: 
 
 
7.5 Processing the gathered values into the result form 
In this step, the values from the output files are separated and merged into the results file. 
For this purpose, I created the template, in which are the separated values stored into 
specified positions, so the final output is transparent and capable of further processing. 
Template file: 
lftp sftp://groot:*passwd*@147.229.146.32/files -e "put 
/home/pi/lte/$upsize; bye" &> /home/pi/lte/upload 
pi@pi:~/lte$ cat upload 
cd ok, cwd=/files 
2048000 bytes transferred in 2 seconds (1.07 MiB/s) 
ping -c 6 147.229.146.32 -I ppp0 > /home/pi/lte/ping 
pi@pi:~/lte$ cat ping 
PING 147.229.146.32 (147.229.146.32) from 172.30.20.2 ppp0: 
56(84) bytes of data. 
64 bytes from 147.229.146.32: icmp_seq=1 ttl=60 time=16.0 ms 
64 bytes from 147.229.146.32: icmp_seq=2 ttl=60 time=14.5 ms 
64 bytes from 147.229.146.32: icmp_seq=3 ttl=60 time=12.5 ms 
64 bytes from 147.229.146.32: icmp_seq=4 ttl=60 time=10.4 ms 
64 bytes from 147.229.146.32: icmp_seq=5 ttl=60 time=14.4 ms 
64 bytes from 147.229.146.32: icmp_seq=6 ttl=60 time=12.5 ms 
 
--- 147.229.146.32 ping statistics --- 
6 packets transmitted, 6 received, 0% packet loss, time 5008ms 
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 10.440/13.450/16.099/1.825 ms 
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The RSSI and CellID values are gathered from the ttyUSB_logs file, which was created 
by the Atinout application. TtyUSB_logs file output: 
 
Since the RSSI value obtained from the modem is evaluated by number in range from 
1 to 99, it’s necessary to convert the number to the signal power, measured as dBm, using 
Table 3. The table is stored in the Raspberry, on the output below is shown the first 10 lines 
from the rssiconverter file: 
 
The next command parses the value from the ttyUSB_logs file, converts it using the 
rssiconverter file to the power in the dBm unit and replaces the string rssivalue in the 
template: 
 
 
Cell ID value is also parsed from the ttyUSB_logs file and since the value is shown in 
the hexadecimal numeral system, it’s converted to the decimal system using the bc utility: 
pi@pi:~/lte$ cat template2 
datevalue rssivalue cidvalue downvalue Kbps delayvalue upvalue 
Kbps lossvalue 
pi@pi:~/lte$ cat ttyUSB0_logs 
AT+CSQ 
+CSQ: 26,99 
 
OK 
AT+CGREG=2 
OK 
AT+CGREG? 
+CGREG: 2,1, FFFE, 8AE16, 7 
 
OK 
pi@pi:~/lte$ head -n 10 rssiconverter 
0 113 
1 111 
2 109 
3 107 
4 105 
5 103 
6 101 
7 99 
8 97 
9 95 
sed -e "s/rssivalue/$(grep -m 1 $(grep -i "csq" ttyUSB0_logs | 
sed -e "s/,/ / " | awk '{print $2}') rssiconverter | awk '{print 
$2}')/" /home/pi/lte/template2 > /home/pi/lte/parttemp 
pi@pi:~/lte$ cat parttemp 
datevalue 61 cidvalue downvalue Kbps delayvalue upvalue Kbps 
lossvalue 
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Download speed, measured by downloading the file from the http server, is parsed 
from the download file, which was generated by output from the wget application. The 
download speed is at the bottom of the file, but the speed can be shown in MB/s or KB/s units, 
depends on the transfer speed. To ensure, that all values will be in the same units, I created 
two if conditions, which determine the current unit and multiply the value by 8 in case the 
value is in KB/s, to get the result in Kbps – kilobits per second, since measuring the network 
speed in bits is more common than in bytes. If the value is in MB/s, it’s multiplied by 8192 – 
by 1024 to get value in KB/s and by 8 to convert value into Kbps. At the end, the value is stored 
into template: 
 
 
The same process is performed in case of the upload speed: 
sed -e "s/cidvalue/$(echo "ibase=16; $(grep -i "cgreg: 2" 
ttyUSB0_logs | awk '{print $4}' | sed -e "s/,/ /")"|bc)/" 
/home/pi/lte/parttemp > /home/pi/lte/parttemp1 
pi@pi:~/lte$ cat parttemp1 
datevalue 61 568854 downvalue Kbps delayvalue upvalue Kbps 
lossvalue 
curr_downvalue=$(grep "saved" download |  sed -e "s/(/ /" -e 
"s/)/ /" | awk '{print $3}' | sed -e "s/\,/\./") 
 
if grep MB/s /home/pi/lte/download 
then 
dl_coef=8192 
fi 
 
if grep KB/s /home/pi/lte/download 
then 
dl_coef=8 
fi 
 
sed -e "s/downvalue/$(echo $curr_downvalue*$dl_coef | bc)/" 
/home/pi/lte/parttemp1 > /home/pi/lte/parttemp2 
pi@pi:~/lte$ cat parttemp2 
datevalue 61 568854 22528.00 Kbps delayvalue upvalue Kbps 
lossvalue 
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The network delay and packet loss are parsed from the output of the ping command. 
Since the both values are already in the correct form, all I need to do is insert the values to the 
correct positions in the template: 
 
 
The last thing to add to the template is the time and date of the current measurement 
and export the template to the results file: 
 
 
Each instance of the measurement is in its own line and values of the same parameter 
are in its own column. 
curr_upvalue=$(grep "transferred" upload | awk '{print $7}' | sed 
-e "s/(/ /" | awk '{print $1}') 
 
if grep MiB /home/pi/lte/upload 
then 
up_coef=8192 
fi 
 
if grep KiB /home/pi/lte/upload 
then 
up_coef=8 
fi 
 
sed -e "s/upvalue/$(echo $curr_upvalue*$up_coef | bc)/" 
/home/pi/lte/parttemp2 > /home/pi/lte/parttemp3 
pi@pi:~/lte$ cat parttemp3 
datevalue 61 568854 22528.00 Kbps delayvalue 8765.44 Kbps 
lossvalue 
sed -e "s/delayvalue/$(grep "rtt" ping | sed -e "s/\// /g" | awk 
'{print $8}')/" /home/pi/lte/parttemp3 > /home/pi/lte/parttemp4 
 
sed -e "s/lossvalue/$(grep "packet loss" ping | sed -e "s/\%/ /" 
| awk '{print $6}')/" /home/pi/lte/parttemp4 > 
/home/pi/lte/parttemp5 
pi@pi:~/lte$ cat parttemp5 
datevalue 61 568854 22528.00 Kbps 13.450 8765.44 Kbps 0 
sed -e "s/datevalue/`date +%Y-%m-%d_%H:%M`/" 
/home/pi/lte/parttemp5 >> /home/pi/lte/results 
pi@pi:~/lte$ cat results 
2016-05-09_16:28 61 568854 22528.00 Kbps 13.450 8765.44 Kbps 0 
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7.6 Repeat these steps till the number of measurements set by user is 
reached 
The count of the instances of the measurement is set by user in the webform, by entering the 
number in the duration line. Each instance contains steps 2-5, described above. The code, 
performing these actions, is encapsulated in the while cycle, which checks the duration 
number and counter number, which is set to 0 at the beginning of the measurement and 
increases by one after each instance: 
 
At the end of each instance, the current counter and the duration of the current 
measurement is stored into current_progress.txt file, which is uploaded to the http server. 
Server uses the numbers to calculate the progress of the measurement. 
 
 
7.6 Send the results to the http server 
As soon as all instances of the measurement are done, the averages from each measured value 
is calculated and sent to the http server, along with the complete results file. To calculate the 
averages, the bc utility is used again and the values are inserted into prepared template: 
 
counter=0 
while [ "$counter" -ne "$duration" ]; do 
  / 
Measurement process 
/ 
counter=$(($counter+1)) 
 
sed -e "s/durationvalue/$duration/" -e 
"s/progressvalue/$counter/" /home/pi/lte/template_prog3 > 
/home/pi/lte/current_progress.txt 
 
lftp sftp://groot:V6LUk4s@147.229.146.32/files -e "put 
/home/pi/lte/current_progress.txt; bye" 
sleep 5 
done 
pi@pi:~/lte$ cat template_prog3 
progressvalue:durationvalue 
pi@pi:~/lte$ cat current_progress.txt 
7:7 
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Template for the average values: 
 
And the average results file after filling by calculated values: 
sed -e "s/rssivalue/$(initp=0; inits=0; for i in $( awk '{ print 
$2; }' /home/pi/lte/results ); do inits=$(echo $inits+$i | bc ); 
((initp++)); done; echo "scale=2; $inits / $initp" | bc)/" 
/home/pi/lte/template_curr_results > /home/pi/lte/index1.htm 
 
sed -e "s/cidvalue/$(awk '{ print $3; }' /home/pi/lte/results | 
awk '!a[$0]++')/" /home/pi/lte/index1.htm > 
/home/pi/lte/index2.htm 
 
sed -e "s/downvalue/$(initp=0; inits=0; for i in $( awk '{ print 
$4; }' /home/pi/lte/results ); do inits=$(echo $inits+$i | bc ); 
((initp++)); done; echo "scale=2; $inits / $initp" | bc)/" 
/home/pi/lte/index2.htm > /home/pi/lte/index3.htm 
 
sed -e "s/delayvalue/$(initp=0; inits=0; for i in $( awk '{ print 
$6; }' /home/pi/lte/results | sed -e "s/[mns]/ /" | awk '{print 
$1}'); do inits=$(echo $inits+$i | bc ); ((initp++)); done; echo 
"scale=2; $inits / $initp" | bc)/" /home/pi/lte/index3.htm > 
/home/pi/lte/index4.htm 
 
sed -e "s/upvalue/$(initp=0; inits=0; for i in $( awk '{ print 
$7; }' /home/pi/lte/results | sed -e "s/[MKB]/ /" | awk '{print 
$1}'); do inits=$(echo $inits+$i | bc ); ((initp++)); done; echo 
"scale=2; $inits / $initp" | bc)/" /home/pi/lte/index4.htm > 
/home/pi/lte/index5.htm 
 
sed -e "s/lossvalue/$(initp=0; inits=0; for i in $( awk '{ print 
$9; }' /home/pi/lte/results | sed -e "s/[%]/ /" | awk '{print 
$1}'); do inits=$(echo $inits+$i | bc ); ((initp++)); done; echo 
"scale=2; $inits / $initp" | bc)/" /home/pi/lte/index5.htm > 
/home/pi/lte/index6.htm 
 
sed -e "s/datevalue/`date +%Y-%m-%d_%H:%M`/" 
/home/pi/lte/index6.htm > /home/pi/lte/current_results.txt 
 
pi@pi:~/lte$ cat template_curr_results 
Time and date of the current results: datevalue <br> 
RSSI value: rssivalue dBm <br> 
Cell ID: cidvalue <br> 
Download speed: downvalue Kbps <br> 
Upload speed: upvalue Kbps <br> 
Delay: delayvalue ms<br> 
Packet loss: lossvalue %<br> 
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The complete results are stored in the final_results folder and the time and date 
when the measurement started is added to the name of the file. The results files are sent to 
the http server. Last step is to remove all temporary files, created during the measurement, 
such as file, downloaded during the download test, local and remote configuration file, 
gw_error file and the current results file: 
 
This is the last step of the measurement process, performed by the script running on 
the Raspberry. After that, the loop in the script sets pointer at the beginning and the script is 
expecting the new configuration file, created by user on the http server. Then, the 
measurement starts again with the new configuration. 
7.8 Processing the values of the results to the transparent form 
As mentioned in the previous step, the two files with results are stored on the http server 
after the measurement – the average values of the measurement, shown on the main page 
(see Figure 15) and detailed results, shown on the results page on the http server (see Figure 
16). 
pi@pi:~/lte$ cat current_results.txt 
Time and date of the current results: 2016-05-09_16:28 
 <br> 
RSSI value: - 57.85 dBm <br> 
Cell ID: 568854 <br> 
Download speed: 22715.25 Kbps <br> 
Upload speed: 8765.44 Kbps <br> 
Delay: 13.79 ms<br> 
Packet loss: 0 %<br> 
cp /home/pi/lte/results /home/pi/lte/final_results/results-$t.txt 
 
lftp sftp://groot:V6LUk4s@147.229.146.32/files/final_results -e 
"put /home/pi/lte/final_results/results-$t.txt; bye" 
 
lftp sftp://groot:V6LUk4s@147.229.146.32/files -e "rm 
config/config.txt; bye" 
 
lftp sftp://groot:V6LUk4s@147.229.146.32/files -e "put 
/home/pi/lte/current_results.txt 
 
rm /home/pi/lte/config.txt 
rm /home/pi/lte/results 
rm $downsize 
rm /home/pi/lte/gw_error 
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Figure 15: index.php page on the http server 
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Figure 16: results.php page on the http server 
 
The output from current_results.txt file, which contains average values of the last 
measurement, is just inserted to the main page using the php’s include. This page also contains 
information about the progress of the running measurement, which is calculated from the 
current_progress.txt file, uploaded after every instance of the measurement, using 
commands: 
 
The two values in the current_progress.txt file, separated by a colon, are divided and 
multiplied by 100 to get the percentage information about the progress. Then, the two bars 
are created – first with fixed width as background of the progress bar, second is being 
extended in dependence on the $progress_perc value. The numeral information about the 
progress is displayed on the bar too: 
$current_progress = file_get_contents('./current_progress.txt'); 
$progress = split(':', $current_progress); 
$progress_perc = ($progress[0] / $progress[1]) * 100; 
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To get results data to the easily readable form, I used the Charts.js [23] library to create 
charts from measured values. On the results page, 5 charts are displayed, providing 
information about download speed, upload speed, network delay, packet loss and RSSI. When 
pointing on any place on the chart, the value of the particular parameter, which is the closest 
to the pointer, is displayed on the top right corner of the chart – see Figure 17. 
 
 
Figure 17: Detail view of the chart 
 
At the top of the page, there is a drop-off list for choosing the desired results file, which 
will be processed into charts. By default, there is always set the most recent one, by the if 
condition in the script: 
<div style="margin: auto; width: 500px; background: #9bb3ff; 
position: relative;"> 
  <div style="width: <?php echo $progress_perc; ?>%; background: 
#304eaf; height: 50px;"></div> 
  <span style="margin: auto; position: absolute; top: 
15px;"><?php echo round($progress_perc); ?> %</span> 
</div> 
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After submitting the results file by the Submit button, the parameters of the particular 
charts are set: 
 
The first value of the string is the name of the results file, second is the name of the 
particular chart and the third one is the column on the results file, where the values that 
should be displayed in the chart, are stored. These parameters are sent to the 
generate_data_from_file function: 
$files = glob("./final_results/*.txt"); 
 
if (!empty($_GET['measurementfile']) && 
in_array($_GET['measurementfile'], $files)) { 
  $measurement_file = $_GET['measurementfile']; 
} else { 
  $measurement_file = end($files); 
 
<form action="results.php" method="GET"> 
<select name="measurementfile"> 
 
<?php 
foreach($files as $file) { 
  echo '<option value="'. htmlspecialchars($file) .'"' . ($file 
== $measurement_file ? 'selected="selected"' : '') . '>'. 
htmlspecialchars(str_replace('./final_results/', '', $file)) . 
'</option>'; 
} 
?> 
</select> 
<br> 
<input type="submit" value="Show results"/> 
</form> 
require_once('results_functions.php'); 
 
echo generate_data_from_file($measurement_file, 'download', 3); 
echo generate_data_from_file($measurement_file, 'upload', 6); 
echo generate_data_from_file($measurement_file, 'rssi', 1); 
echo generate_data_from_file($measurement_file, 'delay', 5); 
echo generate_data_from_file($measurement_file, 'packetLoss', 8); 
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The function counts the rows of the file to get the count of all instances of the 
measurement. Then, to each instance is a value from the chosen column attached, so pairs of 
the instance number and the value of the measured parameter are created. Then, the data is 
sent back and the string array in javascript is created, which is processed by the javascript 
function results_charts.js: 
 
The window.onload callback is used and launches the function in the output below by 
the browser after loading the html code. The function loads the string array, sets the visual 
parameters of the chart and generates the chart for each measured parameter: 
function generate_data_from_file($data_file, $data_name, 
$data_column) { 
 
  if(!file_exists($data_file)) { 
    echo 'FILE ' . $data_file . 'does not exits'; 
  } 
 
  $measurements = split("\n", file_get_contents($data_file)); 
 
  $data_output = array(); 
  $label_output = array(); 
  $i = 0; 
  foreach($measurements as $measurement) { 
    $measurement = preg_replace('/\s+/', ' ', $measurement); 
    $data = split(" ", $measurement); 
    if(count($data) <= $data_column) { 
      continue; 
    } 
    $data_output[] = $data[$data_column]; 
    $label_output[] = ++$i; 
  } 
   
  return $data_name . 'Data = [' . implode(',', $data_output) . 
"];\n" . $data_name . 'Labels = [' . implode(',', $label_output) 
. "];\n"; 
} 
echo 'charts = ["' . implode('","', array_keys($data_order)) . 
'"];' . PHP_EOL; 
 
</script> 
<script src="./results_chart.js" type="text/javascript"></script> 
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Then, the charts are displayed in the prepared canvas, using 27% of the available 
screen. However, there is a width and height set, it only maintains the desired aspect ratio: 
 
Last information displayed on the results page is the summary about the measurement 
– start and end time of the measurement, count of the instances and cell ID of the connected 
cell. These information are gathered from the results file as well and are processed into the 
desired form: 
 
window.onload = function(){ 
  charts.forEach(function(ch) { 
 
    window[ch + "ChartData"] = { 
      labels : window[ch + "Labels"], 
      datasets : [ 
      { 
        label: ch, 
        fillColor : "rgba(220,220,220,0.2)", 
        strokeColor : "rgba(220,220,220,1)", 
        pointColor : "rgba(220,220,220,1)", 
        pointStrokeColor : "#fff", 
        pointHighlightFill : "#fff", 
        pointHighlightStroke : "rgba(220,220,220,1)", 
        data : window[ch + "Data"], 
       } 
      ] 
    } 
 
    var ctx = document.getElementById(ch + 
"Results").getContext("2d"); 
    window.myLine = new Chart(ctx).Line(window[ch + "ChartData"], 
{ 
      responsive: true, 
  lineTension : 0 
    }); 
  }); 
} 
foreach($data_order as $item => $title) { 
?>  
 
<div style="width:27%; float: left; margin-left: 20px;"> 
<p> 
<?php echo $title; ?> 
</p> 
 
      <div> 
        <canvas id="<?php echo $item; ?>Results" height="450" 
width="600"></canvas> 
      </div> 
</div> 
<?php 
} 
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As start time is used the time of the first instance of the measurement, as well as end 
time is used the time of the last instance. Cell ID us just extracted from the third column and 
count of all measurements is calculated as number of rows in the results file. Then, the output 
is inserted into the results page: 
 
  
function generate_measurement_summary($data_file) { 
  $measurements = get_measurements($data_file); 
 
  $measurement = preg_replace('/\s+/', ' ', $measurements[0]); 
  $data = split(" ", $measurement); 
  $start = $data[0]; 
 
  $measurement = preg_replace('/\s+/', ' ', end($measurements)); 
  $data = split(" ", $measurement); 
  $end = $data[0]; 
 
  $cell = $data[2]; 
 
  return array('start' => $start, 
    'end' => $end, 
    'cell' => $cell, 
    'count' => count($measurements)); 
} 
 
 
function get_measurements($data_file) { 
  if(!file_exists($data_file)) { 
    echo 'FILE ' . $data_file . 'does not exist'; 
  } 
 
  return split("\n", trim(file_get_contents($data_file))); 
} 
<?php 
 
$measurement_summary = 
generate_measurement_summary($measurement_file); 
 
echo 'Measurement start: ' . $measurement_summary['start'] . 
'<br>'; 
echo 'Measurement end: ' . $measurement_summary['end'] . '<br>'; 
echo 'Measurement count: ' . $measurement_summary['count'] . 
'<br>'; 
echo 'Cell ID: ' . $measurement_summary['cell'] . '<br>'; 
?> 
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8 Conclusion 
The purpose of this master thesis was to describe, build and test the measuring device, based 
on the Raspberry Pi 2, which will test the LTE network, the device is connected to, via attached 
USB modem. The first part of the thesis is describing the history and evolution of Internet of 
Things and its impact on expansion of Machine-to-Machine communication at the expense of 
Human-to-Human communication.  
 The second part describes the available hardware platforms, which could be used for 
the measuring device, described in the first part, such as Intel Galileo, Raspberry Pi and its 
clones like BananaPi or Odroid-C1. The Raspberry Pi 2 was finally chosen because of its low 
price and versatility.  
 The last part deals with installing and setting the software equipment, necessary for 
the functionality of the measuring device. Then, the script, which provides the all 
measurement process is described, such as connecting to the network, gathering the network 
data from modem (RSSI and Cell ID values), triggering the network tests to determine 
download and upload speed, network delay or packet loss  so as the partial steps that needs 
to be performed besides the measurement – setting serial line to communicate with modem, 
adjusting the network parameters obtained from the network provider, to make the 
connection operational. 
 On the server side, there are scripts for processing the measurement results into the 
user readable form. The results data is visualized by charts, generated via the charts.js library 
and the brief output of the measurement is displayed as average values. 
 The whole measurement process gives the user complex overview about the network 
connection by the batch of tests, which measures the basic signal parameters, such as its 
power, along with specific parameters experienced by user, like the download and upload 
speed, with the network delay. The measurement can be performed to determine the 
network health in any range of the transceiver, or to ensure the network is fully functional, 
when new network parameters are deployed. The measuring device based on the Raspberry 
Pi 2, with the LTE USB modem connected, can be seen in the Figure 18. 
 
 
Figure 18: The measuring device 
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